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La mia autobiografia (70% Vera 80% Falsa) 2014-11-20
cuc cuc cuc cuc cuc cuc cuc cuc cuc cuc cuc cuc un grosso orologio a cucù davanti al mio lettino batteva dodici colpi
sono nato in un ospedale di messina alle ore 12 esatte dell 11 dicembre 1950 ammazza che coincidenza pensai a
mezzogiorno in punto non un minuto in più non un minuto in meno a messina è raro che nevichi dissi a mia madre nivica
strano che nivica però biedda è a neve ancora non parlavo molto bene ero appena nato parlavo un po in dialetto un po
in italiano mi mangiavo le esse le svi le ti le eviden erano già le 7 e mezzo quella mattina dell 11 dicembre e i
miei genitori erano ancora indecisi se farmi nascere in casa o in ospedale mio padre preferiva che io nascessi in
casa mia madre no c era troppo disordine panni da stirare i letti disfatti in cucina c era puzza di pesce fritto
della sera prima fecero testa o croce con le mille di lire di carta lanciarono i soldi in aria volarono e non li
trovarono più nino frasica è uno degli interpreti più originali della comicità italiana negli anni ha partecipato a
due dei varietà che hanno fatto la storia della televisione quelli della notte e indietro tutta questa è la sua prima
autobiografia e com è facile immaginare è un distillato di pura comicità fatta di paradossi linguistici e trovate
geniali un opera surreale non esiste altro modo per definirla che potrà regalarvi ore di autentico divertimento

Martin Bucer: Opera Latina, Volume 6. De vera et falsa caenae dominicae
administratione (1546) 2014-07-03
martin bucer s de vera et falsa caenae dominicae administratione marks the collapse of his hopes for a negotiated
settlement of the reformation in germany he completed the work in march 1546 as fresh negotiations between catholic
and protestant theologians reached an impasse in regensburg as the second session of the council of trent was meeting
and as charles v prepared to make war on the protestant league of schmalkalden at one level the work deals with the
church s authority to regulate the celebration of the lord s supper but at a more fundamental level it challenges
moderate catholics such as the humanist scholar bartholomaeus latomus to decide whether their ultimate loyalties lie
with pope and council or with christ and his gospel

Books in Cambridge Inventories: Volume 2, Catalogue 1986
these two volumes published early in 1987 will now be made available for purchase at a special price as a set they
list the contents of two hundred private libraries as recorded in inventories presented for probate in the vice
chancellor s court at the university of cambridge between 1535 and 1760 most of the books listed as well as the maps
and instruments scientific and musical reflect the flowering of the late english renaissance as it affected all
levels of the university community from academic potentates to the humblest student the first volume presents the
lists themselves with brief biographical details of the books owners and appendices which include extracts from early
wills the second volume catalogues by author and title the books listed in volume i and is further supplied with an
index under broad subject headings of the authors represented dr leedham green has assembled one of the largest
collections of private book holdings ever published for this period in this country comprising some 20 000 titles
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Mystery Unveiled 2012-09-27
paul c h lim offers an insightful examination of the polemical debates about the doctrine of the trinity in
seventeenth century england showing that this philosophical and theological re configuration significantly impacted
the politics of religion in the early modern period through analysis of these heated polemics lim shows how
trinitarian god talk became untenable in many ecclesiastical and philosophical circles which led to the emergence of
unitarianism he also demonstrates that those who continued to embrace trinitarian doctrine articulated their piety
and theological perspectives in an increasingly secularized culture of discourse drawing on both unexplored
manuscripts and well known treatises of continental and english provenance he unearths the complex layers of the
polemic from biblical exegesis to reception history of patristic authorities from popular religious radicalism during
the civil war to puritan spirituality from continental socinians to english anti trinitarians who avowed their
relative independent theological identity from the notion of the platonic captivity of primitive christianity to that
of plato as moses atticus among this book s surprising conclusions are the findings that anti trinitarian sentiment
arose from a puritan ambience in which biblical literalism overcame rationalistic presuppositions and that theology
and philosophy were not as unconnected during this period as previously thought mystery unveiled will fill a
significant lacuna in early modern english intellectual history

Petri Poiret De eruditione triplici solida, superficiaria et falsa libri tres,
hac nova editione insigniter auctiores & correctiores. In quibus veritatum
solidarum origo ac via ostenditur; tum cognitionum scientiarumque humanarum, &
in specie Cartesianismi, fundamenta, valor, defectus, & errores deteguntur.
Præmittitur vera methodus inveniendi verum. Accedit nunc eorumdem librorum
defensio contra G. G. Titium 1707
chris schabel presents a detailed analysis of the radical solution given by the franciscan peter auriol to the
problem of reconciling divine foreknowledge with the contingency of the future and of contemporary reactions to it
auriol s solution appeared to many of his contemporaries to deny god s knowledge of the future altogether and so it
provoked intense and long lasting controversy schabel is the first to examine in detail the philosophical and
theological background to auriol s discussion and to provide a full analysis of auriol s own writings on the question
and the immediate reactions to them this book sheds new light both on one of the central philosophical debates of the
middle ages and on theology and philosophy at the university of paris in the first half of the 14th century a period
of parisian intellectual life which has been largely neglected until now
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Theology at Paris, 1316–1345 2021-12-24
main headings part i logic and theology part ii history of logic part iii metaphysics and ethics comments and
discussions

Lexikon zu den philosophischen Schriften 1892
this critical edition of albert of saxony s 25 questions on logic treats issues such as the imposition distribution
signification and supposition of terms and the truth and falsity conversion contradictoriness and kinds of
propositions together with problems concerning negotiations

Lexikon zu den philosophischen schriften Cicero's 1892
this book is about determinisism it contains the two most important commentaries on the determinists sea battle
argument and on other deterministic arguments besides it includes the earliest full exposition of the reaper argument
for determinism and a discussion of whether there can be changeless knowledge of the passage of time it also contains
the two fullest expositions of the idea that it is not truth but only definite truth that would imply determinism
ammonius and boethius both wrote commentaries on aristotle s on interpretation and on its ninth chapter where
aristotle discusses the sea battle their comments are crucial for ammonius commentary influenced the islamic the
islamic middle ages while that of boethius was of equal importance to medieval latin speaking philosophers it was
once argued that boethius was influenced by ammonius but these translations are published together in this volume to
enable the reader to see clearly that this was not the case ammonius draws on the fourth and fifth century
neoplatonists lamblichus syrianus and proclus he arranges his argument around three major deterministic arguments and
is our main source for one of them the reaper argument which has hitherto received insufficient attention boethius on
the other hand draws on controversies from 300 years earlier between stoics and aristotelians as recorded by
alexander of aphrodisias and porphyry this volume is essential reading for all those with an interest in the history
of determinism ammonius commentary on the first eight chapters of aristotle s on interpretation has appeared in a
previously published volume in this series translated by david blank

Lexikon zu den philosophischen Schriften Cicero's 1892
the history of logic and its development during the medieval period radulphus brito s quaestiones super priora
analytica aristotelis is a major work written in the early 1300s which treated aristotle s text devoted to the theory
of the syllogism brito perhaps one of the most influential medieval thinkers known as the modistae examines both
categorical and hypothetical syllogisms in his text based on six known manuscripts which are complete or nearly
complete brito was critical of many of the theories of his contemporary simon of faversham it should also be
mentioned that brito edited his work several times there are at least two versions which indicate brito returned to
this material during his long career at the university in paris this volume is the first critical text edition of
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brito s quaestiones super priora analytica aristotelis and will therefore be of great interest to those studying the
history of logic and its development during the medieval period

Lexikon zu den Schriften Cicero‛s 1892
this book offers a unique approach to calvin by introducing the individuals and groups who through their opposition
to calvin s theology and politics helped shape the reformer his theology and his historical and religious legacy
respected church historian gary jenkins shows how calvin had to defend or rethink his theology in light of his
tormentors challenges giving readers a more nuanced view of calvin s life and thought the book highlights the central
theological ideas of the swiss reformation and introduces figures and movements often excluded from standard texts

Lexikon zu den Schriften Cicero's mit Angabe sämtlicher Stellen 2003
the series founded in 1970 publishes works which either combine studies in the history of philosophy with a
systematic approach or bring together systematic studies with reconstructions from the history of philosophy
monographs are published in english as well as in german the founding editors are erhard scheibe editor until 1991
günther patzig until 1999 and wolfgang wieland until 2003 from 1990 to 2007 the series had been co edited by jürgen
mittelstraß

Knowledge and Faith 2002
this sentence is false is that true the liar paradox embodied in those words exerted a particular fascination on the
logicians of the western later middle ages and along with similar insoluble problems forms the subject of the first
group of articles in this volume in the following parts professor spade turns to medieval semantic theory views on
the relationship between language and thought and to a study of one particular genre of disputation that known as
obligationes the focus is on the oxford scholastics of the first half of the 14th century and it is the name of
william of ockham which dominates these pages a thinker with whom professor spade finds himself in considerable
philosophical sympathy and whose work on logic and semantic theory has a depth and richness that have not always been
sufficiently appreciated

Albert of Saxony's Twenty-Five Disputed Questions on Logic 1981
le concezioni filosofiche tradizionali e predominanti sulla natura della filosofia e della conoscenza affondano le
loro radici nel pensiero di pensatori radicalmente antinaturalisti la logica occupa un posto centrale nella
riflessione filosofica e rappresenta un baluardo dell antinaturalismo dunque dato che la concezione della filosofia
che si adotta dipende strettamente dalla concezione della logica che si adotta fino a quando non si sarà in grado di
elaborare una concezione naturalista adeguata della logica non si sarà in grado di elaborare una posizione
naturalista adeguata il presente volume intende mostrare come sia possibile elaborare una concezione naturalista in
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grado di rispondere in modo adeguato alle obiezioni che le vengono mosse dai sostenitori delle concezioni
tradizionali solo a patto di accettare di ripensare radicalmente la relazione che sussiste tra la logica la
matematica le scienze naturali e la filosofia

Studi sul XIV secolo in memoria di Anneliese Maier 2014-04-10
un viaggio nei continenti della conoscenza vagando tra fatti scoperte curiosità e aneddoti per il puro gusto di
capire e imparare è il viaggio proposto in questo libro da piergiorgio odifreddi che con la consueta passione e
ironia ci guida tra gli otto continenti della politica religione storia scienza matematica filosofia letteratura e
arte di ciascuno di essi il suo album contiene dieci istantanee di soggetti scelti e osservati dal punto di vista del
matematico e del razionalista ne nasce un itinerario tra i campi del sapere fuori da ogni schema un appassionato
invito a non perdere la curiosità e il piacere di un indagine consapevole della realtà nella convinzione che
bisognerebbe fruire dei romanzi dei film e della televisione cum grano salis cioè a pizzichi da spargere sul piatto
forte della scienza per insaporire la vita chi invece pretende di cibarsi di solo sale non rimane sano a lungo e
presto muore di fame intellettuale

Ammonius: On Aristotle On Interpretation 9 with Boethius: On Aristotle On
Interpretation 9 2022-04-19
new texts in the history of philosophy published in association with the british society for the history of
philosophy the aim of this series is to encourage and facilitate the study of all aspects of the history of
philosophy including the rediscovery of neglected elements and the exploration of new approaches to the subject texts
are selected on the basis of their philosophical and historical significance and with a view to promoting the
understanding of currently under represented authors philosophical traditions and historical periods they include new
editions and translations of important yet less well known works which are not widely available to an anglophone
readership the series is sponsored by the british society for the history of philosophy bshp and is managed by an
editorial team elected by the society it reflects the society s main mission and its strong commitment to broadening
the canon in general inquiries on the analysis of notions and truths leibniz articulates for the first time his
favourite solution to the problem of contingency and displays the main features of his logical calculus leibniz
composed the work in 1686 the same year in which he began to correspond with arnauld and wrote the discourse on
metaphysics general inquiries supplements these contemporary entries in leibniz s philosophical oeuvre and
demonstrates the intimate connection that links leibniz s philosophy with the attempt to create a new kind of logic
this edition presents the text and translation of the general inquiries along with an introduction and commentary
given the composite structure of the text where logic and metaphysics strongly intertwine mugnai s introduction falls
into two sections respectively dedicated to logic and metaphysics the first section logic begins with a preliminary
account of leibniz s project for a universal characteristic and focuses on the relationships between rational grammar
and logic and discusses the general structure and the main ingredients of leibniz s logical calculus the second
section metaphysics is centred on the problem of contingency which occupied leibniz until the end of his life mugnai
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provides an account of the problem and details leibniz s proposed solution based on the concept of infinite analysis

The Abbot Trithemius (1462-1516) 2016-12-16
this study reconstructs for the first time marguerite of navarre s leadership of a broad circle of nobles prelates
humanist authors and commoners who sought to advance the reform of the french church along evangelical protestant
lines hitherto misunderstood in scholarship they are revealed to have pursued despite persecution a consistent reform
program from the meaux experiment to the end of francis i s reign through a variety of means fostering local church
reform publishing a large corpus of religious literature high profile public preaching and attempting to shape the
direction of royal policy their distinctive doctrines relations with major reformers including their erstwhile
colleague calvin involvement in major reformation events and the impact of their unsuccessful attempt are all
explored

Radulphus Brito. Quaestiones super Priora Analytica Aristotelis 2018-04-17
what defined the crusades in contrast to other wars was the opportunity for warriors to win a spiritual reward the
indulgence in the crusade indulgence spiritual rewards and the theology of the crusades c 1095 1216 ane l bysted
examines the theological and institutional development of the indulgence from the proclamation of the first crusade
to pope innocent iii this first comprehensive study of crusade indulgences in more than a hundred years challenges
some earlier interpretations and demonstrates how theologians popes and crusade preachers in the 12th century formed
the concept of indulgences and argued that fighting for christ and the church was meritorious in the sight of god and
thus worthy of a spiritual reward proclaimed by the church

Calvin's Tormentors 1980
this volume presents two leibnizian writings the specimen of philosophical questions collected from the law and the
dissertation on perplexing cases these works originally published in 1664 and 1666 constitute respectively leibniz s
thesis for the title of master of philosophy and his doctoral dissertation in law besides providing evidence of the
earliest development of leibniz s thought and amazing anticipations of his mature views they present a genuine
intellectual interest for the freshness and originality of leibniz s reflections on a striking variety of logico
philosophical puzzles drawn from the law the specimen addresses puzzling issues resulting from apparent conflicts
between law and philosophy the latter broadly understood as comprising also mathematics as well as empirical sciences
the dissertation addresses cases whose solution is puzzling because of the convoluted logical form of legal
dispositions and contractual clauses or because of conflicting priorities between concurring parties in each case
leibniz dissects the problems with the greatest ingenuity disentangling their different aspects and proposing
solutions always reasonable and sometimes surprising and he does not refrain from peppering his intellectual
acrobatics with some humorous comments
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Archives d'histoire doctrinale et littéraire du moyen âge 2007-09-01
this volume contains the first critical edition of matthew of orléans sophistaria dating from the first half of the
thirteenth century the genre is closely related to the syncategoreumata treatises and sophisma collections which all
deal with logico semantic problems but each in a different way the sophistaria treatise takes commonly used logical
semantic and grammatical distinctions as its starting point and subsequently moves to the discussion of puzzling
sophisma sentences these distinctions are exemplified in the volume contains a broad introduction as well as
extensive indexes of names sources loci subjects and sophisma sentences

Medieval Logic 2011-05-02
an international journal for the philosophy and intellectual life of the middle ages and renaissance varies

The Sea Battle and the Master Argument 1988
includes entries for maps and atlases

Lies, Language, and Logic in the Late Middle Ages 1885

Aristotelis Opera omnia quæ extant 2001
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La logica del naturalismo 2017-01-12

Il giro del mondo in 80 pensieri 2021-06-08

Leibniz: General Inquiries on the Analysis of Notions and Truths 2009
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